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One family. Nine momentous days. An unforgettable novel of love and folly and heartbreak.
Winner, Independent Booksellers of Australia Award for Best Fiction, 2013. Kirkus Reviews, Best
Historical Fiction list, 2013. It is 1939 and although Australia is about to go to war, it doesn't quite
realise yet that the situation is serious. Deep in the working-class Melbourne suburb of Richmond it
is business - your own and everyone else's - as usual. And young Kip Westaway, failed scholar and
stablehand, is living the most important day of his life. Kip's momentous day is one of nine that will
set the course for each member of the Westaway clan in the years that follow. At the heart of all
their stories is Kip, and at the centre of Kip's fifteen-year-old heart is his adored sister Connie.
They hold the threads that will weave a family. In Nine Days Toni Jordan has harnessed all the
spiky wit, compassion and lust for life that drew readers in droves to Addition and Fall Girl.
Ambitious in scope and structure, triumphantly realised, this is a novel about one family and every
family. It is about dreams and fights and sacrifices. And finally, of course, it is - as it must be -
about love. Toni Jordan was born in Brisbane and graduated from the University of Queensland
with a Bachelor of Science. She has worked as a sales assistant, molecular biologist, quality control
chemist and marketing manager. Her debut novel, Addition, was shortlisted for the Barbara Jefferis
Award and longlisted for the Miles Franklin in 2009, and has been published in sixteen countries.
Her second novel, Fall Girl, was published in 2010 and her latest, Nine Days, in 2012. Toni lives in
Melbourne. textpublishing.com.au 'Spanning World War II to 9/11, Australian novelist Jordan
delivers a witty and wise family saga...A small treasure, from the author of the wonderful romantic
comedy Addition (2009).' starred review, Kirkus Reviews 'Jordan elegantly captures the hopes and
despairs of three generations of a troubled family, offering a diverting read that will appeal to fans
of sophisticated historical fiction and book club members.' Library Journal US 'The suspense is
frequently nail-biting, and there's a strong undertow of unspecified doom, but the book is far from
gloomy because Jordan has a fine line in wit too, not to mention the natural storyteller's ability to
keep us guessing about where it's all going...beautifully constructed...' Daily Mail UK 'This novel is
a triumph.' Australian 'Toni Jordan has written a beautiful novel which captures the loves and fears
of an ordinary Australian family through hard times and better times. It reminded me of Elizabeth
Stead's books.' Australian Bookseller and Publisher 'Reading Nine Days, you will laugh, even cry,
but you will be in no doubt that Toni Jordan uses the modern novel to reflect those tensions that
exist for many of us between duty and desire.' Australian Book Review 'More serious than her
previous work but with the same astute observations, brightness and wit, its a sensitive and
beautiful novel, a slice of Australia's working-class history, that is a joy to read.' Herald on Sunday
NZ 'A brilliant piece of writing...compelling, engaging and will bring tears to the eyes...' Sunday
Star Times NZ
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Before, After, and Somebody In Between , Jeannine Garsee, Oct 1, 2011, Juvenile Fiction, 368
pages. Martha Kowalski is a quick-witted girl stuck in a bad situation. She's just moved to the
slums of Cleveland with an alcoholic mother and Momma's new gun-loving, redneck.

Without a Backward Glance , Kate Veitch, 2008, Fiction, 371 pages. On a stifling Christmas Eve in
1967 the lives of the four McDonald children changed forever when their mother abandoned them.
Forty years later they struggle to come to terms.
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Addition A Novel, Toni Jordan, Oct 6, 2009, Fiction, 272 pages. Everything counts . . . Grace Lisa
Vandenburg orders her world with numbers: how many bananas she buys, how many steps she
takes to the cafГ©, where she chooses to sit, how many.

Advice for Strays , Justine Kilkerr, 2011, Cats, 312 pages. All around Marnie, things are
disappearing. Her father, a schizophrenic writer, has gone missing.The cats in the neighbourhood,
her own Mr. Knuckles included, have vanished.

Luther The Calling, Neil Cross, Sep 4, 2012, Fiction, 326 pages. A prequel to the acclaimed BBC
series introduces Detective Chief Inspector John Luther while offering insight into the personal
torments that drive him beyond the limits of the.

Stillways: A Memoir , Steve Bisley, Aug 1, 2013, Biography & Autobiography, 304 pages. A raw,
rough, poetic, funny, intensely moving and quite, quite beautiful memoir about a boy from the
bush, growing up in Australian in the sixties. From one of Australia's.

Winging it A Tale of Turning Thirty, Elizabeth Tippens, 1996, Fiction, 209 pages. A collection of
wise, witty, moving stories follows a small-town woman named Faith as she pounds the streets in
search of stardom, flirts in the checkout line, and watches her.

Nine Days , Timothy J. Blackman, Feb 9, 2007, Fiction, . .

The Exorsistah: X Restored , Claudia Mair Burney, May 31, 2011, Fiction, 304 pages. God finally
gave X what she asked for. If only he would teach her how to use it. After three years and more
creepy demons than sheвЂ™d care to recall, Emme Vaughn has finally.

Nine Days A Mystery, Minerva Koenig, Sep 9, 2014, Fiction, 304 pages. She's short, round, and
pushing forty, but Julia Kalas is a damned good criminal. For 17 years she renovated historic
California buildings as a laundry front for her husband's.

All the Birds, Singing , Evie Wyld, Jul 1, 2013, Fiction, 240 pages. Winner of the 2014 Miles
Franklin AwardWho or what is watching Jake Whyte from the woods? Jake Whyte is the sole
resident of an old farmhouse on an unnamed island, a place of.



Colonial times 1600-1700 , Joy Masoff, 2000, HistoryVirtual Realism , Michael Heim, Feb 5, 1998,
Computers, 264 pages. From the simple VR games found in upscale video arcades, to the ultimate
"immersion"--the CAVE, a surround screen, surround sound system that projects 3 D computer
graphics



World Court Reports: A Collection of the Judgements, Orders and., Volume 3 A Collection of the
Judgements, Orders and Opinions of the Permanent Court of International Justice, Edited by
Manley O. Hudson, Permanent Court of International Justice, 1938The Charge , Mark Adkin, Mar 7,
2000, History, 304 pages. History has disagreed over who was to blame for one of BritainвЂ™s
best-known military disasters. The book makes a masterly analysis of the probabilities, discusses
factors The public inquiry into the Piper Alpha disaster, Volume 1 , W. Douglas Cullen, Great
Britain. Dept. of Energy, 1990, Political Science, . Includes 13p. of folded diagrams Nine Days Toni
Jordan
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The Smart Growth Manual , Andres Duany, Jeff Speck, 2010, Architecture, 240 pages.
Introduction;Part 1: The Region;Chapter 1.Regional Principles;Chapter 2.The Regional
Plan;Chapter 3.Regional Transportation;Part 2: The Neighborhood;Chapter 4.Natural
ContextChildren's homage to Picasso , Pablo Picasso, Jun 1, 1970, Art, 80 pages. Describes the
sport of bullfighting, profiles the artist Pablo Picasso, and presents 100 drawings and paintings of
bullfight scenes illustrated by Picasso and the children of Toni Jordan Text Publishing, 2012 Riding
Tycho , Jan Mark, 2005, Juvenile Nonfiction, 208 pages. Hodder Literature: a new and exciting
series of literature for Key Stage 3 for whole class use.Demetria lives with her mother and brother
on the High Island. It is a strict and



History of Colorado , Hubert Howe Bancroft, 2008, History, 658 pages. Hubert H. Bancroft's History
of Colorado (part of Volume XX of Bancroft's History of the Pacific States) is a reprint that makes a
very rare and costly research tool availableIslam, Nationalism, and the West Issues of Identity in
Pakistan, Iftikhar Haider Malik, 1999, History, 360 pages. An analytical and multi-disciplinary study
of an intricate relationship between tradition and modernity in reference to contestation on Islam
among Pakistanis Monkeys , Carey Molter, Jan 1, 2001, Juvenile Nonfiction, 24 pages. Simple text
and illustrations introduce different characteristics of monkeys What is an algorithm ?
Fundamentals of algorithmic problem solving, Important problem types, Fundamental data
structures.Fundamentals of the Analysis of Algorithm Efficiency.



David Bowie Black Book , Miles Charlesworth, Chris Charlesworth, Jul 8, 2013, Music, . Now
available once again after being out of print for several years, the David Bowie Black Book remains
one of the most elegant books about the iconic superstar ever to haveContemporary Types of the
Short Story , Gordon Hall Gerould, Charles Bayly, 1927, Short stories, English, 496 pages
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Salsa! Havana Heat, Bronx Beat, Hernando Calvo Ospina, Jan 1, 1995, Central America, 151 pages.
A journey through the development of modern Salsa music. Evocative use of song lyrics bring
colour and passion to this lively profile of Latin dance musicCross currents a collection of essays
from contemporary magazines, Harold Peter Simonson, 1959, Literary Collections, 349 pages
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Lesbian Communities Festivals, RVs, and the Internet, Esther D. Rothblum, Penny Sablove, 2005,
Fiction, 189 pages. вЂњI had just witnessed women who shingled their own roofs, drove eighteen-
wheeler trucks, and built their own housesвЂ”as well as kept them clean and cooked a damn good
meal. OnDeveloping Personal and Interpersonal Responsibility in Children and Youth with
Emotional/behavioral Disorders , Santa Cuccio, Beth Kirtley, Gwen Smith, 1998, Education, 41
pages. This booklet provides an overview of the characteristics and needs of children with
emotional and behavior disorders during the elementary and secondary school years. Each Toni
Jordan 2012 Dirt Sandwich , Linda Annas Ferguson, Aug 1, 2009, Poetry, 94 pages. Linda Annas
Ferguson knows-to borrow Wallace Stevens' formulation-that "Death is the mother of beauty." She
proclaims in one of her poems, "Everything / is drenched with Northern Ireland. This text presents
clinical information on the Chinese treatment of diabetes mellitus and its many complications.
Flaws and Kuchinski, who are Western medical experts, present. Network marketingвЂ”also known
as direct selling and multilevel marketingвЂ”has turned millions of people into successful business
owners. But to truly reach their earning.
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Nach iomaГ cor sa saol , MicheГЎl Г“ RГЎighne, 2002, Connemara (Ireland), 88 pagesAdvances in
Gas Phase Ion Chemistry, Volume 4 , L.M. Babcock, N.G. Adams, Dec 21, 2001, Science, 330
pages. Gas phase ion chemistry is a broad field that has many applications and which
encompasses various branches of chemistry and physics. Advances in Gas Phase Ion Chemistry,
Volume



Career by Design Communicating Your Way to Success, Sharon L. Hanna, 2004, Business &
Economics, 354 pages. Exceptionally readable, well-illustrated, and current, the third edition of this
unique presentation of career development techniques and skills emphasizes the necessity
ofSerious Incident Prevention How to Achieve and Sustain Accident-free Operations in Your Plant
Or Company, Thomas Burns, 2002, Technology & Engineering, 199 pages. Serves as a guide to
creating a proactive, effective prevention process. This book presents a model showing you how to
systematically identify and execute the steps needed to
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Handbook of Health Psychology , Andrew Baum, Tracey A. Revenson, Jerome E. Singer, 2012,
Psychology, 882 pages. Considered the most comprehensive handbook in the field, this rich
resource reviews the biological, psychological, and social factors that affect health, health
behavior, andPlease Don't Go , Elizabeth Benning, 1993, Anorexia nervosa, 149 pages. Sent to
Hope House for her bulimia, Zibby Lloyd discovers that her roommate there is Lauren Kent, a
beautiful, perfect girl whom Zibby has known all her life, and whose
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Into the Further Reaches An Anthology of Contemporary British Poetry, Jay Ramsay, Jan 1, 2007,
Poetry, 252 pages. An anthology of Contemporary British Poetry with 64 poets celebrating the
spiritual journey. To take a step beyond a this is what this exciting new anthology of
ContemporaryWolves , Mike Graf, 2003, Children's stories, 32 pages. Kaitlyn and her father are
camping out in Glacier National Park. Kaitlyn hears some eerie howling at night, and the next day,
they find signs that wolves may have been in the Doce historias de la artГЎmila , Ana MarГa
Matute, Manuel DurГЎn, Gloria DurГЎn, 1965, Spanish language, 172 pages Baldrick, the
apprentice witch's cat, earns himself a reward when he helps Lobelia bring back green cheese from
the moon. Suggested level: junior. Young readers are invited to pull the tabs to see the
movements of kangaroos and other animals.
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The Usborne Big Book of Big Dinosaurs , Alex Frith, 2010, Juvenile Fiction, 16 pages. The
dinosaurs were the biggest creatures ever to walk on the Earth. Open the huge fold-out pages to
discover some of the longest, heaviest and most terrifying of all creaturesEmpowering Local
Communities Through Leadership Development and Capacity Building, , 2007, Community
development, 75 pages Nine Days 304 pages
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A Bird Book for the Pocket Treating of All the Regular British Species, with Coloured Plates to
Scale, Edmund Sandars, 1954, Birds, 247 pagesE-Business and E-Commerce Management ,
Chaffey Dave, Sep 1, 2008, , 696 pages Nine Days 2012 Text Publishing, 2012 Unseen (Will Trent /
Atlanta series 4), Karin Slaughter, Jul 2, 2013, Fiction, 496 pages. The chilling new Will Trent
thriller from the No. 1 Sunday Times bestselling author of Criminal. Special Agent Will Trent has
something to hide. Something he doesn't want Dr Denis Lipman left LondonвЂ™s East End for
Washington, DC more than 20 years ago, but made an annual pilgrimage year after year to visit
aging parents, a pair of cantankerous.



Angels from the Heart , Phi Le Ho, 1995, Antiques & Collectibles, 64 pages. A photographic
treasure of angel dolls in all shapes and sizes. Angels From the Heart features contemporary angel
dolls and figurines made by famous artists from around the worldSecret Valentine , Catherine
Stock, 1991, Juvenile Fiction, 26 pages. A child makes valentines for her family and then adds a
special name to her list. On Valentine's Day she receives a secret valentine in return download
Nine Days 2012
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The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come , John, Jan 1, 2006, Fiction, . It is Fox's beautiful story of
love and change in behaviours. The story revolves around the Tolliver and Falin families who had
been in a conflict with one another since agesThe Seventh Victim , Joanne Spencer, 2011,
Biography & Autobiography, 380 pages. In the past there have been a series of attacks on white
and Asian women in a local neighborhood, and the police was under pressure to solve the cases.
Tyrone Briggs was Toni Jordan Tom's cat , Charlotte Voake, Aug 1, 1986, Juvenile Fiction, 32
pages. All the sounds Tom normally hears in his house become suspicious when his cat is missing
This classic account of the history of the visual arts from the end of World War II to the new
millennium has now been completely rewritten, revised, expanded, and updated.
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El Mapa Para Alcanzar El Exito , John C. Maxwell, 2003, Self-Help, 240 pages. DifГcil tarea es
definir el Г©xito. La mayorГa de las personas lo hacen equivalente a la riqueza, el poder y la
felicidad. Pero el verdadero Г©xito no es algo que uno adquiere oUpland Habitats , Alan Fielding,
Paul F. Haworth, 1999, Nature, 141 pages. Upland Habitats presents a comprehensive, illustrated
guide to the habitat types, flora, fauna and conservation and management issues of Britain's last
large wilderness areas download Nine Days Text Publishing, 2012
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Baby Bear's Treasury 25 Stories for the Very, Very Young, Candlewick Press, Various, 1995,
Children's stories, English., 61 pages. A collection of twenty-five stories by such authors as
Anthony Browne, John Burningham, and Helen OxenburyTennis , Bryan Cutress, All-Sport Limited,
1980, Sports & Recreation, 63 pages Nine Days Toni Jordan Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant A
Novel, Anne Tyler, Feb 9, 2011, Fiction, 336 pages. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from
Anne Tyler's The Beginner's Goodbye. "A book that should join those few that every literate person
will have to read." --THE BOSTON From classroom to practiceвЂ”your own clinical coach by your
side! This evidence-based guide gives you the knowledge of fluid and electrolyte balance you need
to excel on exams. Traces the development of mathematics from its beginnings in Babylonia and
ancient Egypt to the work of Riemann and Godel in modern times. An introduction to the career of
a nurse, describing the education and training required, different kinds of work they do, and the
value to the community.
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Sound! Liverpool pop quiz book, Spencer Leigh, Jan 1, 2004, Popular music, 96 pagesQuestmyre:
Robin's Awakening , HaaJar Johnson



Universe , William J. Kaufmann, Roger A. Freedman, 1999, Science, 823 pagesHydrodynamic
Stability , P. G. Drazin, W. H. Reid, Aug 5, 2004, Mathematics, 605 pages. The new edition of this
celebrated book now contains detailed solutions to all the exercises
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Chasing the Devil My Twenty-Year Quest to Capture the Green River Killer, David Reichert, Dec 27,
2005, True Crime, 320 pages. Discusses the twenty-year pursuit of Sheriff David Reichert for the
Green River KillerClassical poems by Arab women , Abdullah al-Udhari, Abdullah Udhari, 1999,
Poetry, 240 pages. This is a collection of poetry by Arab women from the Jahiliyya (pre-Islamic
era) to the Andalusian period. The poems are excursions into the women's vibrant world whose

1921961120, 9781921961120
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Daydream of ants and other poems , Tanure Ojaide, 1997, Poetry, 79 pagesThe Runaways ,
Marian Flandrick Bray, 1992, Fiction, 119 pages. When she learns that her mother plans to
remarry, Reba and her pet burro run away to the mountains

Toni Jordan Text Publishing, 2012
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The Gods Themselves , Isaac Asimov, 1990, Fiction, 293 pages. The opening of a gate to another
universe brings both a new source of energy and a perilous threat to the Sun, and Peter Lamont, a
young scientist, must save EarthProgramming JavaScript Applications Robust Web Architecture
With Node, HTML5, and Modern JS Libraries, Eric Hamilton, Mar 15, 2013, Computers, 300 pages.
Take your existing JavaScript skills to the next level and learn how to build complete web scale or
enterprise applications that are easy to extend and maintain. By applying
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Textbook of clinical neuropharmacology , Harold L. Klawans, William J. Weiner, Sep 1, 1981,
Medical, 371 pagesLuther The Calling, Neil Cross, Sep 4, 2012, Fiction, 326 pages. A prequel to the
acclaimed BBC series introduces Detective Chief Inspector John Luther while offering insight into
the personal torments that drive him beyond the limits of the Empire of Dirt The Aesthetics and
Rituals of British Indie Music, Wendy Fonarow, Jul 10, 2006, Music, 336 pages. Britain is widely
considered the cradle of independent music culture. Bands like Radiohead and Belle and Sebastian,
which epitomize indie music's sounds and attitudes, have A detailed guide to deep-sea, inshore,
and surf fishing includes advice on tackle, lures, and bait and information about specific kinds of
game fish. Prepare for Exam 70-414--and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of advanced
server design, planning, and implementation. Designed for experienced, MCSA-certified.



Traditional Home Remedies Time-tested Methods for Staying Well--the Natural Way, Martha White,
1997, Medical, 160 pages. In bygone days, the pantry and the medicine cabinet were often
stocked from the same kitchen garden. Foodstuffs were both nutrition and good medicine, some
preventive and somePapers and Proceedings , , 1893, Science Nine Days 1921961120,
9781921961120 Science and technology of surface coating: a NATO Advanced., Volume 1972 a
NATO Advanced Study Institute on the Science and Technology of Surface Coating held at Imperial
College, University of London, in April, 1972, Brian N. Chapman, Joseph Chapman Anderson, 1974,
Technology & Engineering, 463 pages
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Chemical and Biochemical Applications of Lasers, Volume 1 , C. Bradley Moore, Dec 2, 2012,
Technology & Engineering, 410 pages. Chemical and Biochemical Applications of Lasers aims to
give a general introduction to as well as an evaluation of the successful application of lasers in
various areasGreene County, New York, a Short History , Mabel Parker Smith, 1968, Greene
County (N.Y.), 21 pages
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My Best Frenemy , Julie Bowe, May 13, 2010, Juvenile Fiction, 160 pages. Ida May finally fits in at
school after becoming best friends with Stacey Merriweather, one of the popular girls. But then
Ida's frenemy, bossy Jenna Drews, brings in a game ofLittle Women / Secret Garden Flip Book ,
Louisa May Alcott, Frances Hodgson Burnett, Apr 1, 2002, Juvenile Fiction, 626 pages Nine Days
2012 1921961120, 9781921961120



The Motorway Achievement: Frontiers of knowledge and practice, Volume 2 , Ron Bridle, Peter
Baldwin, John Porter, Robert Baldwin, Jan 1, 2002, Architecture, 592 pages. The creation of the UK
motorway network in the second half of the 20th century facilitated a dramatic improvement in the
mobility of people and goods and contributed greatly toDevelopment of Animal Behaviour , A.
Sarkar, Jan 1, 2003, Animal behavior, 288 pages. The present title Development of Animal
Behaviour aims to stimulate an understanding of behaviour of wide variety of animals including
man, farm animal and best species to download Nine Days 304 pages
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Schaum's Outline of Reinforced Concrete Design , Noel J. Everard, 1993, Study Aids, 360 pages.
Confusing Textbooks? Missed Lectures? Tough Test Questions? Fortunately for you, there's
Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help themFrancesc
Torres The Repository of Absent Flesh, Francesc Torres, Arthur Coleman Danto, 1998, Installations
(Art), 159 pages Great books of the Western world, Volume 30 , Robert Maynard Hutchins,
Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc, 1952, Philosophy
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Post-Soeharto Indonesia Renewal Or Chaos?, Geoff Forrester, Jan 1, 1999, Chinese, 255 pages.
Indonesia's economy has been ravaged by the Asian economic crisis. Its leader for 32 years,
President Soeharto, was forced from office in May 1998 amidst rioting and studentInternational
trade U.S. agencies need greater focus to support Mexico's successful transition to liberalized
agricultural trade under NAFTA : report to the Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate. ,
United States



The Curse of the Goddess , Satyajit Ray, 2003, Bengali fiction, 98 pages. An incident near the
desolate Chinnamasta temple on the rocky riverbank of Rajrappa leads to the death of Mahesh
Chowdhury, the head of a Hazaribagh family. One of Feluda'sUrine Sediment Examination , Gilbert
Berry Schumann, 1980, Medical, 213 pages download
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